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Abstract: Thermocapillary lithography, a continuous-relief patterning technique, is used to fabri-
cate polymer microlens arrays with variable pitch and focal length. Pattern definition results from
sculpting by thermocapillary forces imposed by a cooled mask.

OCIS codes: (220.3740) Lithography; (230.3990) Micro-optical devices

1. Motivation

Current fabrication methods for microlens arrays and microphotonic structures generally rely on micromolding or hot
embossing of polymer films [1]. Direct contact of the mask with the film, however, results in surface roughness and
mask degradation from repeated use of the mold. Any further etching introduces additional roughness. Fabrication
of the mold itself also requires complex continuous-relief techniques combining photolithographic processing and
thermal reflow [1]. Such multistep processes increase manufacturing cost and compromise device quality.

Here we implement a novel thermocapillary lithographic technique to demonstrate microlens array fabrication.
This versatile and efficient patterning technique is capable of non-contact, single step, 3D sculpting of molten films
by thermocapillary forces. In this work, these forces result from a 3D temperature field imposed by a nearby array
of cooled pins, which form the patterned target. Even disparate features can be fabricated side by side in one step.
Once the thermal gradients are turned off, the resulting structures solidify in place, revealing ultra smooth interfaces
ideally suited for photonic applications. This patterning technique greatly reduces both processing time and cost while
extending mask lifetime. It also offers the potential to construct complex 3D shapes not easily attainable by current
lithographic methods.

2. Mechanism for Film Patterning

The physical mechanism underlying thermocapillary sculpting of nanofilms is based on fluid flow by tangential inter-
facial stresses generated by variations in interfacial temperature along the air/melt interface. These variations, imposed
on the nanofilm by an external cooled target, generate gradients in surface tension which drive flow from warmer to
cooler regions. Typically, a cooler patterned target placed in close proximity to a fluid interface will generate very large
thermal gradient fields which easily overcome the stabilizing force of surface tension, thereby resulting in guided flow
and 3D structure formation. Previously, we have investigated theoretically the characteristics of nanostructure for-
mation using either a flat featureless target [2, 3] or a patterned target containing cylindrical pins [4]. The former
configuration, identical to the setup in Fig. 1 (a), but without pins, generates an instability leading to spontaneous
formation of nanopillar arrays with a characteristic spacing or pitch given by
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where ho is the initial film thickness, γ is the fluid surface tension, κ is the ratio of thermal conductivity of air to fluid,
do is the gap width between the hot and cold substrate, γT = |dγ/dT | is the magnitude of the gradient in surface
tension with temperature, and ∆T is the temperature difference within the gap. For polystyrene (PS) films (2.6 kDa)
with 80 ≤ ho ≤ 200 nm, 300 ≤ do ≤ 2300 nm and 10 ≤ ∆T ≤ 50 ◦C, spacings λc ranging from 20–70 µm have
been observed [5]. More importantly, those experiments demonstrate that structure formation is due to thermocapillary
forces and not electrostratic attraction by surface charges [6, 7] or acoustic phonon radiation pressure [8], as previously
believed. Here we demonstrate guided growth and lens formation by exposing a molten PS nanofilm to a prepatterned
mask consisting of an array of protruding pins much smaller in diameter than λc. Growth triggered in this way is still
subject to a lateral deformation scale set by Eq. 1 but with local values of the gap width or temperature difference.
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